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The National Ignition Facility �NIF� �E. I. Moses, J. Phys.: Conf. Ser. 112, 012003 �2008�;
https://lasers.llnl.gov/�, completed in March 2009, is the highest energy laser ever constructed. The
high temperatures and densities achievable at NIF will enable a number of experiments in inertial
confinement fusion and stockpile stewardship, as well as access to new regimes in a variety of
experiments relevant to x-ray astronomy, laser-plasma interactions, hydrodynamic instabilities,
nuclear astrophysics, and planetary science. The experiments will impact research on black holes
and other accreting objects, the understanding of stellar evolution and explosions, nuclear reactions
in dense plasmas relevant to stellar nucleosynthesis, properties of warm dense matter in planetary
interiors, molecular cloud dynamics and star formation, and fusion energy generation. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3116505�

I. INTRODUCTION

The National Ignition Facility �NIF�1–3 located at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory �LLNL� is the
largest laser ever built. NIF is expected to produce ignition in
laser driven inertial confinement fusion �ICF� by delivering
sufficient laser energy to compress and heat a millimeter �ra-
dius� sized pellet of 2H and 3H �D and T� sufficiently that the
two nuclei will fuse to produce 4He, a neutron, and
17.6 MeV of energy per reaction.4,5 Construction of NIF was
completed in March 2009. A National Ignition Campaign
�NIC�, a series of experiments to optimize the parameters
associated with producing ignition, is poised to start.6 Other
participants in the NIC are Los Alamos and Sandia National
Laboratories, the University of Rochester Laboratory for La-
ser Energetics �LLE�, General Atomics, Inc., and the Naval
Research Laboratory. Although NIF is a research facility, a
successful ignition demonstration may well have implica-
tions for the design of future energy sources.

Besides the goal of achieving ignition, NIF will support
programs associated with stockpile stewardship.7 The condi-
tions that NIF can produce will simulate those inside stars
and planets sufficiently closely to also provide compelling
motivation for experiments in basic high-energy-density
�HED� science, especially in astrophysics and planetary
physics.

NIF joins a number of other facilities that are currently
performing experiments in HED Science. These include, for
example, the OMEGA �Ref. 8� and OMEGA EP �Ref. 9�
facilities at the LLE, the Jupiter Laser Facility10 at LLNL,
the ZR Magnetic Pinch Facility at Sandia National
Laboratory,11 and the Trident Laser Facility12 at Los Alamos
National Laboratory. New facilities in various stages of con-
struction or design are the Laser MegaJoule13 �LMJ� in
France, the HiPER,14 or High Power Laser Energy Research,
Facility in the United Kingdom, FIREX-I,15 or Fast Ignition
Realization Experiment, at the Institute for Laser Energetics
�ILE� in Japan, and the Shenguang laser16 in China.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE NATIONAL
IGNITION FACILITY

A. Basic description of NIF operation

The beams from NIF begin with nanojoule sized pulses
from a solid state laser. Its pulses are divided into 48 beams
and passed through preamplifiers.3 Those beams are subse-
quently divided further into a total of 192 beams, each about
40 cm square in profile, that pass six times through Nd glass
amplifiers, ultimately achieving a total of 4 MJ of 1051 nm
laser light. These 192 beams are transported in sets of four
�“quads”� to a target chamber, at which potassium dihydro-
gen phosphate �KDP� crystal sheets convert the 1051 nm
�1�� light first to 526 nm �2�� light, then in a second KDP
crystal to 1.8 MJ of 351 nm �3�� light. This ultraviolet light
then enters a 10 m diameter target chamber, where the beams
are focused onto the inside walls of a Hohlraum, a centime-
ter sized cylinder made of gold and uranium that houses the
DT spherical pellet, and is located at the center of the target
chamber. The laser light produces x rays inside the Hohl-
raum that ablate the shell of the pellet, which then heats and
compresses the DT fuel to a temperature and density of
several�108 K and several hundred g cm−3, which should
produce ignition. Under these conditions, the DT in the pellet
should fuse to produce more than 10 MJ of energy and 1019

neutrons over 10–100 ps.5,6 A sketch of the NIF is given in
Fig. 1. Its current status is described at the NIF website.7

B. Technological advances at NIF

A number of technological advances have gone into
making NIF an operating facility. As noted above, the laser
beams pass through the main amplifiers and the power am-
plifiers a total of six times before entering the target cham-
ber. A key advance was the optical switch, called the “plasma
electrode pockels cells �PEPCs�,” large planar electrodes that
can have their polarization transmission direction switched
by changing the voltage across them.17 Electrical connec-
tions to the surfaces are achieved with a plasma on either
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side of each cell. Since the laser beams are polarized, the
PEPCs are set so their initial polarization direction allows
transmission. When they are switched to the other direction,
following four passes through the main amplifiers, the beams
are directed to the target chamber. The multiple passes
through the main amplifiers allow NIF to be considerably
smaller than a single pass facility would have been.

Major effort has gone into minimizing damage to the
laser components from the intense beams passing through
them. It was found that a huge reduction in damage could be
achieved by making the glass surfaces as impurity-free as
possible. In-house annealing of damaged spots can in most
cases be achieved and the damaged component put quickly
back into service. In addition, creating precision “microshad-
ows” located over incipient damage spots allows the laser to
continue to be operated at high fluences while minimizing
the growth of existing damage spots.3

The targets also represent a major advance in technol-
ogy. A cutaway sketch of a target is shown in Fig. 2. Targets
are fabricated with a beryllium or plastic outer shell �ablator�
and a cocktail of elements in shells interior to that. The DT is
put into the hollow spheres as a gas, then frozen out in a
layer that adheres to the inside of the innermost shell �which
requires a cryogenic system that is inserted into the NIF tar-
get chamber�. This necessitates a thin, 10 �m diameter, fill
tube. It has been found that the frozen shells can be made
very smooth, at least for a few hours, a result of the heating

by the decays of the radioactive tritium. Every step of target
fabrication has to produce extremely smooth, precisely char-
acterized surfaces to preserve the spherical geometry to as
large an extent as possible.

All the components of NIF must work in concert to
make a successful ignition shot. Extensive computer simula-
tions of every phase of the NIF shot sequence have been run
to select the optimal laser pulse shape �see Fig. 3�, pointing,
Hohlraum design, optimum mixture of elements in the shell
of the target, and a number of other variables.18 Many more
simulations have been run to determine such parameters as
the required alignment accuracy of the target �10 �m� and
the maximum allowed deviations from sphericity of the
implosion.

C. NIF diagnostics

In addition to achieving ignition, NIF is designed to un-
derstand the ignition process in detail.4,5 To this end a num-
ber of diagnostics �detector systems� have been developed to
produce the information necessary to achieve this under-
standing. While these will not be described in detail �much
more detail is given on the NIF website7�, some general fea-
tures are as follows. Because beam and target alignment are
so critical to optimal ignition, several devices to monitor
these aspects of NIF are in place. Both soft and hard x-ray
detectors will characterize the conditions inside the Hohl-

FIG. 1. �Color� Schematic view of the National Ignition Facility. The main amplifiers occupy about half the building at the upper left, whereas the target
chamber is at the lower right �Refs. 3 and 6�.
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raum necessary to produce the target implosion. Another di-
agnostic samples the 1051 nm light that emerges from the
NIF amplifiers to measure its energy, timing, and pulse
shape. Several types of neutron detectors are being designed
to monitor the output from ignition shots. A radiochemical
analysis system is being designed to analyze the products of
the ignition, or the yields from nonignition, shots.

Another diagnostic designed to observe the compressed
DT fuel directly is called the advanced radiographic capabil-
ity �ARC�.19 The ARC diagnostic system typically refers to a
“backlighter” plate or wire onto which the ARC petawatt
beams can be directed to produce high energy x rays for
radiographically imaging the target. This diagnostic will be
used in ignition experiments and for many of the basic sci-
ence experiments to be described below.

Many of these diagnostic devices are designed to be in-
serted in the NIF target chamber via diagnostic insertion
modules �DIMs�, which are large vacuum interlocks into
which the diagnostic devices can be inserted, pumped out,
and opened to the target chamber. These devices are de-
scribed in greater detail on the NIF website.7

D. Other aspects of ICF

The mode in which NIF will first attempt to achieve
ignition is indirect drive, in which the laser beams are used
to heat the inside of a Hohlraum, which then generates the x
rays that heat the pellet and cause the implosion. There are
other possible modes by which the laser energy could be
coupled to the target. Direct drive, in which the laser beams
impinge directly onto the pellet, is being developed by LLE,
NRL, and ILE to try to achieve ICF. Direct drive has the
advantage of coupling a greater fraction of the laser energy
to the pellet, but is sensitive to beam spot nonuniformities

FIG. 2. �Color� Cutaway view of a NIF target, showing the various layers of ablator, the frozen DT shell, and the gaseous DT interior.

FIG. 3. �Color� The NIF laser pulse, chosen to optimize the many param-
eters that can affect successful ignition, that will be delivered to the target.
As can be seen, the measured and predicted pulses are essentially in perfect
agreement.
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�“imprinting”�. Research at LLE emphasizes sophisticated
beam smoothing techniques to create a direct drive option.20

Another mode of coupling laser energy to the DT pellet
is fast ignition.21,22 Here the long pulse drive laser is used to
compress the fuel. When the fuel reaches maximum com-
pression, a short intense laser pulse is directed at the center
of the pellet, generating a hot electron “spark.” This mode of
ICF was first proposed by Tabak et al.21 and is now the topic
of a major international effort. This approach is the central
focus of the Japanese group that is now building FIREX I
and also constitutes the assumed ICF mode in HiPER, being
built in the United Kingdom. A major component of
OMEGA EP will also focus on fast ignition. Fast ignition is
thought to provide a way of achieving ICF with a consider-
ably smaller primary laser than NIF. There are still many
questions associated with fast ignition, however, so attempts
to achieve ICF in that way are several years farther into the
future than the hot spot ignition approach that will constitute
the first efforts at NIF. It should be noted that the ARC setup
described above will be able to provide the short pulse capa-
bility for NIF also to attempt fast ignition experiments.

III. SCIENCE USES OF NIF

During ignition the environment inside a NIF ignition
capsule is expected to reach temperatures in excess of 108 K,
densities approaching 1000 g cm−3, pressures in excess of
1011 atm, and neutron densities in excess of
1026 neutrons cm−3, albeit for very short times �as short as
20 ps�. These extraordinary temperatures and densities are
seven times the values at the core of the Sun. Indeed, condi-
tions such as these define the emerging field of HED science.
The goals for this field have been stated in a series of high
level reports: The Science and Applications of Ultrafast,
Ultra-intense Lasers:23 Frontiers in High Energy Density Sci-
ence, The X-Games of Contemporary Science;24 Connecting
Quarks with the Cosmos;25 and Report of the Interagency
Task Force on High Energy Density Physics.26

These studies will ultimately be used to establish the
priorities for basic research experiments to be run on NIF.
Since the focus of this article is primarily laboratory astro-
physics, it is also worth noting that several review articles
have been written over the past two decades addressing this
subject area as it can be pursued using high-power lasers and
Z-pinches.27–31 In the sections below we review and update
several of these areas, specifically in the context of NIF.

A. Burning plasmas

NIF will enable studies of nuclear reactions in conditions
relevant to nucleosynthesis in stars and supernovas, as well
as the physics of hot, ultradense plasmas. This will create
research opportunities that cannot be duplicated in accelera-
tor experiments or in any other laboratory setting. Ignition
experiments should provide conditions relevant to reactions
in stellar interiors and supernova explosions, thereby en-
abling investigations of the effects of ultrahigh density hot
plasmas on nuclear reaction rates. Generating and character-
izing such extreme plasma conditions, and developing the
required diagnostics to study the science of burning plasmas,

however, present daunting challenges. Progress in this area
will require diagnostic techniques capable of characterizing
the rapidly evolving plasma conditions in the harsh environ-
ment of a burning plasma. Promising avenues include ul-
trafast x-ray spectroscopy, imaging, and burn time evolution
measurements.32

Because of the extremely high densities, �fuel�100 g /
cm3, and electron temperatures, Te�20 keV, in igniting cap-
sules, a unique set of conditions exists in calculating the
x-ray emission of ignited capsules. The enormous densities
will produce Stark broadened lines even for very tightly
bound heavy ions, which can in principle be used to measure
electron densities in the target. Accurate calculations of the
plasmas conditions will be made using relativistic non-LTE
atomic physics codes such as CRETIN.33

Once ignition is achieved, the intense burst of DT neu-
trons, generating a flux of 1032–1033 neutrons / �cm2 s�, may
allow excited state nuclear reactions to occur, which are rel-
evant to the nucleosynthesis of the heavy elements, i.e., those
nuclei more massive than Fe.34 It may also be possible to
study thermonuclear reactions in highly screened, dense
plasmas, relevant to reactions in dwarf stars. Finally, if high
gain �G�100� implosions can be produced,35 it may be pos-
sible to examine some of the physics issues surrounding the
proposed deflagration-to-detonation transition, and the role
of hydrodynamic mixing, relevant to type la supermovas.36

B. Instabilities and hydrodynamics

NIF appears to be ideally suited to study turbulent hy-
drodynamic instabilities. As noted above, these have been
studied in the context of ICF for several decades.37–41 They
have many similarities to the instabilities that can occur in
stars, especially in supernovas.42 For example, a recent
paper43 reports on studies of several types of instabilities that
can occur in type la supernovas, and another44 on instabilities
in core collapse �type II� supernovas. These should both be
quite amenable to study in scaled experiments on NIF. Typi-
cal parameters that will be achieved at NIF include flow
Reynolds numbers �106, Peclet numbers �103, and shock
Mach numbers �10.

The topic of properly scaled experiments is particularly
important. Ryutov et al.45 worked out the scaling for several
different regimes, the simplest being “Euler scaling,” for
which we give an example. In the simplest case the Reynolds
number and Peclet number are large and both radiation and
magnetic fields are negligible. In comparing the dynamics in
the exploding star and the laboratory setting, assume that
spatial scale, density, and pressure differ by factors of a, b,
and c. Then if the time scales are adjusted to differ by a
factor of �a�b /c�1/2, the two systems will evolve identically
up to the point at which the underlying assumptions break
down. These types of scaling criteria allow a wide variety of
dynamic phenomena in astrophysics to be studied in HED
laboratory experiments.
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C. Opacities

Understanding the stars, how they are born, live, die, and
are reborn, has historically been and remains an overarching
goal of astrophysics and astronomy. Sophisticated models46

and simulations47,48 of stellar evolution exist, fully three-
dimensional in some cases,49–51 yet discrepancies remain
with observations, even with our closest star, the sun. For
example, predictions of the location of the boundary separat-
ing the radiative and convective zones in the solar interior
differ with the observational result deduced from high preci-
sion helioseismology.52–54 One question is whether the opaci-
ties used in these stellar models are accurate.

The conditions that prevail in the solar interior are indi-
cated schematically in Fig. 4�a�. At the core of the sun,
where the nuclear burning is most intense, the densities are
�100 g /cm3, and temperatures exceed Te�1 keV. At the
surface �photosphere�, the temperatures are much lower, Te

�1 /2 eV. A key region in the solar interior is the boundary
between the radiative zone in the deep interior and the con-
vective zone in the outer regions of the sun. Interior to this
boundary, heat is transport outward from the core by radia-
tive transport �as opposed to hydrodynamic flow or convec-
tion�. Near this boundary, the conditions of temperature and
electron density are thought to be Te�180–200 eV and ne

�1023 cm−3. Models of the sun and stars require complex
opacities, such as the opacity of Fe, under the conditions

ranging from Te�100–1000 eV, and densities ranging from
ne�1023–1026 cm−3, spanning solar interior conditions from
the convective zone down to the core.

A schematic for a generic opacity experiment is shown
in Fig. 4.55–57 Here, lasers are used to heat the Hohlraum,
generating a quasiblackbody radiation cavity. The sample to
be measured is tamped between layers of CH to maintain a
uniform density. This sample is heated in the radiation bath,
which causes it to expand �decompress�. At the appropriate
time, a continuum source of backlighter x rays is passed
through the sample. The backlighter x rays that pass through
the sample are spectrally dispersed in a crystal spectrometer
and recorded. From this transmission spectrum, the opacity
as a function of photon energy can be inferred. High quality
opacity measurements can also be made on a pulsed power,
magnetic pinch facility such as Z. The basics of what is
described above still hold.

Figure 4�c� shows calculations of the opacities of Fe at
the radiative-convective boundary of the sun, namely, Te

=182 eV and ne=9�1022 cm−3. The predicted spectrum for
Fe at Te=156 eV and ne=8�1021 cm−3, is also shown,
which corresponds to the conditions of recent opacity mea-
surements on Fe made at Z.58 The enormous complexity and
detail in the bound-bound transition lines in the open L-shell
of Fe at these conditions is immediately apparent. Accurate
models of stellar interiors require accurate opacity simula-

FIG. 4. �Color� �a� Schematic of the solar interior �from http://www.solarviews.com/eng/sun.htm�. �b� Schematic showing a laser driven, radiatively heated,
opacity experiment. �c� Calculated Fe opacities for the solar interior in the radiative zone �top� and for the conditions of an opacity experiment on the Z
magnetic pinch facility �bottom� �Ref. 58�.
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tions of Fe and the other stellar constituents, in all this com-
plexity, and this will require experiments at relevant condi-
tions against which to compare. The measurements of Fe
made at Z have already shown that the opacity models used
in the standard solar model are not able to reproduce the
experimental measurements done on the Z facility suffi-
ciently well.58 These experiments marked a major step for-
ward, but were made under conditions that still were not at
sufficiently high density and temperature to reproduce
conditions in the radiative zone of the sun. Reaching condi-
tions relevant to the radiative zone, Te� �200 eV and
ne� �1023 cm−3, will require the NIF laser. It is anticipated
that such high density, high temperature opacity measure-
ments will be one of the focus areas for experiments on NIF
in the future.59

D. Photoionized plasmas

One of the most intriguing objects in the universe is an
accreting compact object, such as a neutron star or black
hole. At the extreme is an accretion disk around a massive
black hole �108–109Msun� at the center of a galaxy such as
the active galactic nucleus �AGN� object NGC 4261.60 An-
other much closer example is Cyg X-3, an accreting x-ray
binary system.61 A sketch of an accreting neutron star com-
pact object in a binary system with a main-sequence star is
shown in Fig. 5�a�.62 An example spectrum from the accret-
ing binary x-ray source Cyg X-3 is shown in Fig. 5�b�.63

These spectra result from the photoionized plasma created by
the enormous continuum x-ray flux that results as the matter
from the accretion disk falls inward onto the compact object.
In this case, radiative excitation, absorption, and emission
processes dominate, and collisional processes are negligible.
The emission-line spectrum of the x-ray binary Cygnus X-3
is consistent with recombination-dominated line formation.
From this it is inferred that the source of energy “pumping”
the lines is the hard x-ray continuum. The simplest interpre-
tation of Cyg X-3 assumes that the x-ray emission is from
plasma in photoionization equilibrium.

To check or calibrate the models used to interpret these
spectra, experimental data of photoionzied plasmas in rel-
evant regimes are required. It was recognized recently that
similar conditions of photoionized plasmas could be created
in the laboratory using the intense burst of x rays coming
from the z-pinch at the SNLA Z-facility.59 An experiment
was developed to measure the photoionized plasma x-ray
spectra under nearly scaled conditions. The radiation from
the pinch created an 8 ns FWHM, 120 TW, Tr=165 eV
near-blackbody radiation source.64 A number of photoionized
plasma models have now been compared with the results of
this laboratory experiment. Experimental and observed ion-
ization distributions for an iron plasma are shown in Fig.
5�c�.65 A radiation temperature of Tr=165 eV, electron tem-
perature of Te=150 eV, and electron number density of ne

=2�1019 cm−3 were assumed for the calculations with the

FIG. 5. �Color� �a� Schematic showing the assumed configuration of a low-mass x-ray binary, corresponding to a neutron star accreting matter from an
accretion disk “fed” from a companion main-sequence star �Ref. 62�. �b� Chandra x-ray spectrum from Cygnus X-3 x-ray binary �Ref. 63�. �c� Calculations
and experimental data of a photoionized plasma experiment done on the Z magnetic pinch facility �Ref. 65�.
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average-atom model NIMP. The observed ionization state
would be underpredicted by calculations without the inclu-
sion of the radiation field, which is a central feature of astro-
physical photoionized plasmas. Also included in the com-
parison are predictions from the more detailed model
GALAXY presented for the same conditions. Good agree-
ment with experiment is found only for the calculations that
include the radiation field, but collisional effects are not
completely negligible. The average-atom model is observed
to be quite effective at calculating these photoionized plasma
x-ray spectra, which is an important conclusion because of
its wide use in modeling laboratory plasmas.

To study scaled systems relevant to compact object �neu-
tron stars, black holes� accretion disks requires a low density,
radiation dominated, photoionized plasma. An exceedingly
high flux of thermal x rays is needed so that, in the surround-
ing plasma, atomic excitations, ionization, and recombina-
tion processes are dominated by the radiation field, with the
effects from electron-ion collisions being negligible. On NIF,
creating these intense x-ray luminosities should be possible,
allowing models of photoionized plasmas, relevant to accret-
ing black holes, to be checked and calibrated, in a properly
scaled experimental testbed.

E. Nuclear astrophysics

The temperature and density that will be achieved in the
NIF pellet are sufficiently similar to those in stars that NIF
should have applications in nuclear astrophysics, i.e., in mea-
suring some of the nuclear reactions that occur in stars, but
that have been difficult to measure, or for which discrepan-
cies exist in data sets. Simulations suggest that the yields
achievable at NIF will permit measurement at the tempera-
tures that are relevant to stars, and that the similarity of the
conditions of the NIF target to those in stars will greatly

simplify the corrections that need to be made to accommo-
date the electron screening at the low energies at which these
measurements are made.

Although a number of nuclear reactions have been dis-
cussed as possibilities for study at NIF, two deserve particu-
lar attention. The first, 14N�p ,��15O, associated with hydro-
gen burning in stars,66 is of special interest to cosmology.
The second is actually a general class of reactions that in-
volve nuclear reactions in high temperature environments;
the case discussed here is relevant to the astrophysical
s-process.

1. The 14N„p ,�…15O reaction

The 14N�p ,��15O reaction is the slowest reaction in the
main hydrogen burning cycle that occurs in massive stars.
Therefore, it is the reaction that determines how long such
stars burn hydrogen in their cores. This has interesting im-
plications to the globular clusters, clusters of millions of
stars that all appear to have been created at the same time
early in the history of our galaxy. When the luminosities of
these stars are plotted against their surface temperature �their
Hertzsprung–Russell diagram; see Fig. 6�, there is a sharp
kink in that plot at magnitude �19.67 This kink identifies the
most massive stars that have consumed their core hydrogen,
so have completed that phase of their evolution. Use of a
stellar evolution code then can determine the ages of those
stars, and hence provide a lower limit on the age of the
universe.68 The 14N�p ,��15O reaction is crucial to that deter-
mination.

A recent measurement of this reaction69 found that its
rate was only 60% of the rate that had been accepted for
many years. However, there are some difficult corrections
that need to be made to obtain the reaction rate that goes into
the stellar evolution codes from the measured data. Because

FIG. 6. �Color� Several aspects of the 14N�p ,��15O reaction, including the reactions of the primary cycle of CNO burning reactions on the right, and the H-R
diagram for globular cluster M3 on the left. From Ref. 67.
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of the importance of this rate to both cosmology and our
understanding of stellar evolution, it is important that a re-
measurement of this rate be made by an independent tech-
nique. NIF will provide a unique opportunity in this regard.
The NIF target for this experiment could be ammonia: NH3.

2. Measuring „n ,�… cross sections in a high
temperature environment

The slow neutron capture or s-process of nucleosynthe-
sis synthesizes half the nuclei heavier than iron.66,70 Its main
component �which makes A�100 nuclei� acts in the helium
burning shells of asymptotic giant branch �AGB� stars,
which, because of the different hydrodynamic processes and
nuclei involved, stabilize at two temperatures kBT=8 and
30 keV, thus creating two essentially discrete temperatures
for the s-process. The s-process proceeds via a series of
�n ,�� neutron capture reactions and �-decays until an un-
stable isotope is synthesized that has a long enough lifetime
�typically �1 year� that the �n ,�� rate competes with
�-decay rate. This produces a “branch point,” as illustrated
in Fig. 7; these nuclei provide information about the stellar
temperature and density during the s-process.

Low-lying excited states of the branch point nuclei can
be excited in the hot s-process plasma; this can produce a
much different effective �-decay lifetime than would exist
for the ground state nuclei.71 However, there may also be a
significant effect on the �n ,�� reaction rate resulting from the
population of low-lying excited states; excited states can
have very different �n ,�� reaction rates compared to ground
state nuclei. This can cause significant changes in the effec-
tive �n ,�� reaction rates. Although extensive measurements
of �n ,�� cross sections for stable nuclei along the s-process
pathway72 exist, few cross sections on branch point nuclei,
and especially on excited state nuclei, have been measured.73

In the cases in which cross sections on excited �isomeric�
state nuclei have been measured or estimated, the resulting
cross sections were generally much different from those on
the ground states. This leads to large differences in the ther-
mally averaged cross sections, and large effects on the
s-process abundances over those that include just the ground
state nuclei.74

The conditions in an imploded NIF target �kBT
�2–12 keV and �several hundred g /cm3� are very similar
to those found in an AGB stellar interior. The low-energy

�En�1 MeV� neutron fluence in these non-DT targets, of
order of 1017 neutrons /cm2, is approximately 1010 times
higher than that found in the stellar interior, thereby subject-
ing a tracer nucleus to an equivalent neutron exposure of
�300+ years duration in an AGB stellar interior. Thus an
�n ,�� cross section measurement relevant to the s-process
could be performed by adding branch point nuclei to a NIF
target. These, together with their �n ,�� reaction product nu-
clei, could be collected, following the NIF shot, and their
ratio used to determine the cross section.

As seen in Fig. 7, the thulium isotopic chain produces
two s-process branch points �169,171Tm�, both of which are
radioactive and which lead to radioactive reaction products
�170,172Tm respectively�. Furthermore, 171Tm has a first ex-
cited state at 5.025 keV that would certainly be significantly
populated in an AGB stellar interior. Thus this would be an
excellent, and important, case for study.

F. Planetary interiors

The ability of NIF to produce extraordinarily high pres-
sures at relatively low temperatures �warm dense matter� cre-
ates the potential for condensed matter scientists and plan-
etary scientists to study states of matter that have never been
accessed before. Specifically, the conditions that exist within
the interiors of massive planets such as Jupiter and Saturn
become accessible for study, as do phase changes that can
occur in solids at pressures never before achievable in the
laboratory.

Measurements on the planets Jupiter and Saturn have
made it possible to test our understanding of the formation
and structure of giant planets, at least within the context of
the things we know about matter at extremely high pressure.
The planets are thought to be formed at relatively high tem-
perature, then to cool with time, as can be seen on the left
hand side of Fig. 8. This figure also shows the calculated
temperatures for Jupiter and Saturn assuming a “homoge-
neous evolution model.”75 It is seen to give an excellent
description of Jupiter’s surface temperature, but fails badly
for Saturn, which in this model is predicted to cool much too
rapidly. Indeed, it appears from this model that Saturn is only
half the known age of the solar system of 4.5 GYr.

However, calculations in which a new evolutionary
model is assumed for Saturn that permits phase separation
between hydrogen and helium to form helium droplets that
will settle to the core of the planet �see right hand side of
Fig. 8� produced the two additional curves on the left hand
side of Fig. 8; that of Fortney and Hubbard76 appears to
produce the correct result for the temperature of Saturn. This
would be consistent with the observation that helium appears
to be depleted in the surface of Saturn.77

Models of planetary interiors are very sensitive to the
fundamental properties, such as equation of state �EOS� and
conductivity, of their constituent elements, such as hydrogen
and helium for the gas giant planets,78 water and methane for
the ice giants, and iron for the terrestrial planets. Experi-
ments to measure these fundamental properties of matter in
regimes relevant to planetary interiors have been under de-
velopment for over a decade. Recent results from experi-

FIG. 7. s-process pathway from 168Er to 178Hf. Alternate pathways, that is,
branch points, exist for both the Tm and Lu nuclei, among others. The
widths of the arrows indicate the strength of that flow. At 175Lu, neutron
capture goes primarily to the 176Lu isomeric state, which populates the
ground state, which then undergoes a subsequent neutron capture to 177Lu.
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ments conducted on the Omega laser have measured Hugo-
niot data for high pressure, dense helium,79 the shock
induced transformation of liquid hydrogen into a metallic
fluid,80 and electronic conduction in shock-compressed
water.81 Additionally, high pressure, shock compressed iron
has been measured on the LULI and Vulcan lasers,82 and the
shock compressed EOS of liquid hydrogen has been mea-
sured on the Z magnetic pinch facility.83

With NIF, experiments could be done, for the first time,
to measure the EOS of planetary constituents at pressures
approaching those at the centers of the giant planets. This
would allow models of planetary interiors to be tested
throughout the full range of relevant conditions, from surface
to core.

G. Condensed matter physics

With the advent of HED experimental facilities, new re-
gimes of high pressure materials science have become acces-
sible. Macroscopically, ultrahigh compression can change a
material’s mechanical properties such as the yield strength,
tensile strength, ductility, and toughness. Microscopically, ul-
trahigh compression changes the atomic lattice arrangement
of a material. Under compressions of V /V0�0.5, where V0 is
the sample ambient volume, all elements and alloys are
likely to undergo structural phase transitions.84–86 At high
compressions the valence electron orbitals become distorted
and start to interact �become “hybridized”� with the inner
orbitals. Sophisticated theoretical approaches now exist to
predict the phases of matter under these conditions, yet the
predictions differ by factors of several, from theory to theory.
Crystal structure data at pressures over a few Mbars are es-
sentially absent; this field of experimental science remains
largely untouched. To achieve ultrahigh compression in the
solid state, a near-isentropic ramp-loading technique has
been developed that maintains the sample material well be-
low the melting point, as shown schematically in Fig. 9�a�.87

An example of ramp wave loading profiles up to a maximum
pressure, Pmax�2 Mbars, developed on OMEGA is shown
in Fig. 9�b�.88 It is possible on the OMEGA laser, using this
drive, for example, to compress solid-state samples by up to
a factor of 2, i.e., V /V0�0.5 or � /�0�2. With ramp wave
drives to be developed on NIF, peak pressures of over
20 Mbars, and compressions of V /V0�0.2–0.3 or � /�0

�3.5 in the solid state should become possible.89

Once ultrahigh pressures in the solid state are accessed,
dynamic diffraction becomes a diagnostic technique that al-
lows a time-dependent probe of the lattice structure to be
recorded as the material is being compressed. This technique
has been developed to date on crystal samples that have been
shocked compressed, as opposed to ramp wave compressed.
This technique is illustrated schematically in Fig. 9�c�. Shock
compressed results for single crystal Fe are shown in Fig.
9�d� for a Pshk�200 kbars shock along the �002� crystal lat-
tice direction.90,91 In this case, one clearly sees the Bragg
diffraction arcs from the uncompressed �002� lattice planes
in the bcc phase �bcc0�, the elastically compressed �002� lat-
tice planes in the bcc phase �bcc1�, and the hcp �2110� lattice
planes after the 	-
 phase transition �hcp�. Of particular note
is that the time resolution of this technique is determined by
the duration of the pulsed backlighter x rays, which can be
very short, �1 ns, and possibly as short as �1 ps, as set by
the x-ray burst duration driven by the short pulse laser.92–95 A
second lattice diagnostic, dynamic extended x-ray absorption
fine structure �EXAFS�, has also be developed.96 This EX-
AFS technique probes the lattice short range order, works
with polycrystalline or single crystal samples, and offers the
potential to infer phase, compression, and temperature of the
compressed sample, with subnanosecond time resolution.
Based on spectroscopy of the transmitted x rays from a con-
tinuum backlighter source, just above an absorption K-edge
in the sample of interest, this K-shell dynamic EXAFS tech-
nique has been developed on the Omega laser.96–99 Figure

FIG. 8. �Color� Cooling curves, on the left, for Jupiter and Saturn in the homogeneous evolution model �Ref. 76� along with modifications, for Saturn, from
a model in which helium is assumed to rain out of the mixed hydrogen-helium phase �seen for Jupiter on the right�. The helium apparently forms rain drops
that settle to the center of the planet at high pressure. Left hand figure courtesy of J. Fortney.
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9�e� shows the “raw” transmission spectrum for unshocked
titanium. The fine structure above the absorption K-edge at
4.75 keV can be modeled with theory to infer compression,
temperature, and phase. Figure 9�f� shows the analyzed EX-
AFS result for shocked Ti.97 The best fit theoretical curve
clearly indicates that at shock pressures ��120 kbars, the
Ti has undergone the 	-to-� phase transition, over time
scales �1 ns. Shocked iron has also been studied with dy-
namic EXAFS, and also shows the 	-
 phase transition at
shock strengths Pshk�130 kbars.98 Finally, dynamic EXAFS
has been demonstrated in a ramped compression wave, such
as shown in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�.99 These two techniques,
dynamic diffraction and EXAFS, allow the lattice to be
probed in detail, even at extreme conditions of pressure and
compression. Future work will develop these lattice diagnos-

tic techniques to work at very high �ramped� pressures, so
that new phases of matter at ultrahigh pressures, Pmax

�1 Mbar, can be investigated.89,100

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The National Ignition Facility laser, which has just been
completed, will provide over a megajoule of energy in a
cubic millimeter of volume on nanosecond time scales. Al-
though the best ideas for frontier science on NIF are likely
yet to emerge, we have described in this brief report a few
areas that seem fertile for additional consideration.

Stars are born out of molecular clouds or “stellar nurs-
eries,” often incubated by the intense radiation from nearby
young stars. The dynamics of the radiation-driven evolution

FIG. 9. �Color� �a� Sketch showing the configuration for a ramp wave, applied pressure vs time �“drive”� �Ref. 87�. �b� Results from measurements of this
ramp wave drive, showing pressure vs time for five different experiments done on the OMEGA laser facility �Ref. 88�. �c� Sketch showing the configuration
for a laser driven, dynamic diffraction experiment �Ref. 90�. �d� Results from a dynamic diffraction experiment on shocked Fe done on the Omega laser facility
�Refs. 90 and 91�. �e� EXAFS transmission spectrum from unshocked, room-temperature Ti. The inset shows the raw image �Ref. 96�. �f� Shocked EXAFS
spectrum �plotting symbols�, overlaid with two FEFF8 theoretical curves, corresponding to 20% compression with no phase transition, and 20% compression
with the 	→� phase transition �red curve�. �Reproduced, with modifications, from Ref. 97.�
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of these molecular clouds, such as the Eagle Nebula, are rich
with possibilities for scaled experiments on NIF. Once
formed, stars are heated by nuclear fusion in the interior and
cooled by radiative emissions at the surface. Opacities con-
trol the rate at which heat moves from the core to the surface
to be radiated away. Opacity measurements at the relevant
conditions of density and temperature possible on NIF are
very important to understanding stellar evolution. Supernova
explosions mark the deaths of massive stars by mechanisms
still not fully understood. Scaled experiments on shock-
driven explosion dynamics that simulate some of the pro-
cesses that occur in supernovae will be possible on NIF.
Stars are also the thermonuclear furnaces for building the
Periodic Table of elements. The reactions occur under highly
screened conditions in the dense plasmas of the stellar inte-
rior. During a supernova explosion, the enormous flux of
particles and radiation can lead to a rapid succession of
nuclear reactions occurring potentially from both ground
states and excited states of the nucleus. Both regimes of nu-
cleosynthesis can potentially be accessed on NIF. Thermo-
nuclear reactions in highly screened plasma at relevant tem-
peratures can be achieved using nonignition capsules, and
experiments using the ignition flux of neutrons and radiation
may be able to study successive reactions on very short time
scales on NIF.

Accreting black holes are among the most exotic and
interesting objects in the universe. Understanding the dy-
namics of matter near a black hole as it spirals inwards to-
ward the hole is an enormous scientific challenge. It is pos-
sible to recreate the conditions of radiation dominated
photoionized plasmas to test the relevant models on NIF,
thereby firming up our interpretations of the astronomical
x-ray data being returned to earth by the space-borne obser-
vatories such as Chandra and XMM.

In one of the major developments in astronomy this de-
cade, nearly 300 exoplanets, that is, planets outside of our
solar system, have been discovered. Hence there is intense
interest in understanding how planets are formed and under-
standing properties, such as their interior structures. NIF will
allow experiments that test key aspects of the very high-
pressure physics that determines the interior structures of the
planets down to their cores, both in our solar system and
outside it.

NIF can also be used to quasi-isentropically place matter
in states of extremely high pressure but low enough tempera-
ture that it stays solid. Under such extreme pressures the
basic phases, structures, and properties of solid-state matter
are very uncertain due to the lack of experimental data.
There are a wide range of possibilities for experiments on
NIF in this area of material response to extreme conditions.

In summary, new frontiers of HED plasma physics and
condensed matter science will be accessible for study on the
NIF laser. The coming decade is certain to be punctuated by
new discoveries and new understanding of matter at extreme
conditions of density and temperature.
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